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REMARKS

The Advisory Action of July 21 lists several language

changes which the Examiner asserts would provoke new 35 U-S.C

112 rejections, but indicates that claims 3-7 and 9-10 would

'.->& allowed if these language inconsistencies were resolved.

?his amendment resolves the inconsistencies as the Examiner

suggested- Regarding claim 6, the Exaiainer had previously

isserted that claim 6 was not supported by the specification.

Accordingly, claim 6 was amended to parallel the language of

?age 2, line 24, which uses, the phrase v in the same operation".

In accordance with the Examiner's current objection to this

Phrase, the applicants are now deleting it as being redundant

?nd surplus.

The remaining pending claims have been cancelled, and

i now claim 13 which parallels claim 6, but in apparatus and

neans format has been added. The applicants believe that they

should be entitled to apparatus coverage of a scope which is

substantially the same as method claim 6.

New claim 13 should be entered and does not require

any additional search or consideration- Apparatus claim 13 has.

oeen written by capturing large of significant text from claim 6

and re-presenting the concepts in apparatus format. In order

to make the claim read smoothly, th£ applicants presented sortie

rsf the subject in a different order. However , due to the close

parallel ism between new apparatus claim 13 and prior method

claim 6, it is submitted that it is allowable for the same

reasons and may be allowed without further search and that no

additional consideration by the Examiner or issues of

patentability are raised. Accordingly, it is submitted than

claim 13 should be entered.

If, the Examiner is not fully convinced that all of

the claims comply with 35 U.S-C. § 112, second paragraph, or are

not otherwise in condition for allowance, it is requested that

the Examiner telephone the undersigned to' obtain authorization

to make appropriate mutually agreeable modifications by

Examiner's Amendment or to permit the applicants to re-present

the claims in another amendment after final further amended to

comply precisely with the Examiner's requirements.
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An early allowance of all claims is requested.

Respectfully submitted,

Seventh Floor
Cleveland, OH 44114-2518
[216)-861-5SB2

CERTIFICATE OF FAXING

I hereby certify that this AMENDMENT C (AFTER FINMO

in connection with U.S. Patent Application Serial Wo. Q9/831 r 213

is being transmitted by telefacsimile to the U.S.. Patent and

Trademark Office , Attention Examiner MANOHARAN at Telefacsimile

So. (703) 872-9311 on this day of ^JuJltg , 20G3.

L:\dbVlEl\MED21233.ftMN
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AAfETVDMENT TRANSMITTAL LETTER
Attorney Docket No. MEPZ2Q1233

Serial No.:

(•9/831,213

Filing Dale:

May 3,2001

Examiner:

V. MANOHARAN

i }roup Art Unit:

] 764
( 'oniirmation:

7635

Invention-,

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TREATING WATER FOR
EVAPORATION

To The Commissioner For Patents;

Transmitted herewith is an AMENDMENT C (AFTER FINAL) in the above-

idantified application. The fee has beet) calculated as shown below. ____
CLAIMS AS AMENDED

Claims ramming
alter amendment

Highest Number
Previously Paid For

No. nt'Rma
Claims Present

Rule Additional

Rate

*l olal Claims S Minus 20 sis $ 0.00

} ickp. Cluinti 4 Minus 6 $84 £ 0.00

X No additional claims Tee is due.

X Please charge any additional fees or credit overpayment to Deposit Account

No. 06-0308. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

X Applicants hereby request any additional extensions of time that may be

necessary and authorize the extension of time fees to be charged to

Deposit Account No. 06-0308.

Respectfully submitted,

FAY, SHARPS, FAGAK
MINNICH & MCKEE, LLP

Cleveland, Ohio 441 14-251
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(216)861-5582

CERTIFICATE OE FAXING

f hereby certify that These AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL LETTER (x2); and.
A V1ENDMENT C (AFTER FINAL) in connection with U.S. Patau Appliwrtion Serial No. 09/631,213 arc being

'

ir.msmitEBd by telefacsimile to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, Alln: Examiner MANOHARAN at

Tv ^facsimile! No. (703) 872-9462 on this 5/iTday of ^fjJLi^ 2003.

By: ^fan^WkYLul&A
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